Join The Possibility Movement!
Five Years of Possibility
in Philadelphia

Spark envisions a future where all young people have
the opportunity to discover who they can become.

Spark’s Program Model

Thank you for supporting The
Possibility Movement!

Exploration: 7th graders participate in Spark Labs, or on-site
workshops, hosted by local companies. Employee volunteers
guide students through structured, group activities that build
skills & expand career options.

When we launched in Philadelphia
in 2013 we started with 70 students
and partnered with a handful of
companies. Over the past 5 years,
we have doubled our budget, grown
our talented team, and more than
tripled the number of students and
mentors we partner with each year.
This growth would not have been
possible without our supporters
and champions who invested in
our mission & helped bring The
Possibility Movement to 680
Philadelphia students!
I am proud of the momentum
Spark has built in the past 5 years
and look forward to even greater
impact in the future. Spark has
ambitious goals of engaging 1,300
more students by 2021. To get there,
we need committed and generous
individuals and organizations to
join The Possibility Movement!
Spark has a proven track record of
success and an informed strategic
site plan to scale and sustain our
work moving forward.

Immersion: Spark connects 7th grade students with
volunteers based on common interests for Mentorships.
Students receive direct guidance from a mentor while they
work together on a Career Interest Project.
Transition: Spark offers High School Pathways to 8th and 9th
grade students, so they can take action and feel equipped
with the knowledge & resources to make the possibilities
they’ve experienced real.

Proven Impact
Student Impact

82%

of Spark students
grew in social
emotional skills,
including teamwork,
problem solving, and
communication.

87%

of Spark students
agree that they
learned about different
jobs and careers they
didn’t know about
before Spark.

We are excited to grow Spark in
Philadelphia. Thank you for joining
us and helping show middle school
students what is possible for their
unique future.
Best,

Deirdre Hake
Executive Director

Spark launches in
Philadelphia!

84%

71%

of Spark students
agreed that their Spark
experience helped
them figure out what
kind of job or career
they want as an adult.
of Spark students
improved in critical
competencies for
successful classroom
engagement — at a
time when average
student engagement
declines.

First full year of programming:
70 students engaged at 3
schools

Mentor Impact

93%

of mentors report
learning skills at Spark
that will help them do
their job better.

100%

of mentors report
an increased sense
of responsibility for
contributing to local
communities because
of Spark.

98%

of mentors report
feeling more
comfortable working
with people that are
different from them
because of Spark.

355

volunteers spent 4530
cumulative hours
working with students.

Doubled reach due to catalytic
investments
Piloted Spark Lab in Philadelphia

FY14
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Mentor Spotlight
Seer Interactive has supported Spark since 2013 with 60+ employees, more than 1,000
hours of volunteerism, and partnership investment at the Champion level.
Cori Graft, SEO Team Lead, is one of Spark’s long-time
volunteers. She has mentored 4 students since 2015:
Shaheem, Xadyah, Cherokee, and Haiti. In her words,
“Every semester is more rewarding than the last.
I love spending time with youth in my community
and learning from them about the challenges they
face day-to-day; it keeps things in perspective and
motivates me to do what I can to help them realize their
potential. I’m proud and grateful that Seer partners
with such an amazing organization!”
This past spring, Cori attended former-mentee
Cherokee’s 8th grade graduation. We are proud to have
mentors like Cori, who go above and beyond for Philadelphia youth.
This is the power of The Possibility Movement.

Student Spotlight
How does learning about cells help a seventh grader plan
for the future? Ask Tiguida, who participated in Spark while
she was in 7th grade at Henry C. Lea School. "Because of
experiences like Spark, I’ve learned how to connect with
people and become more extroverted. Through talking with
my mentors, I learned a lot about being a grad student at
Penn. There are so many different things to study and learn."
Tiguida learned these critical skills while working with her
mentors at Penn Bioengineering. She’s taking these skills
and experiences into her high school years, The Philadelphia
High School for the Creative and Performing Arts. After high
school, she hopes to attend Stanford or Penn and eventually
pursue a graduate degree.
"I’m really grateful that I got to be a part of Spark. I learned about connecting with
people and about different possibilities for my future."

Record number of students engaged: 186

Launched Spark Fellowship Program

Inaugural Share Your Spark Event hosted by
Pennsylvania Convention Center

Piloted High School Pathways
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Launch of full Exploration, Immersion,
and Transition Programming
On track to engage record number of
students: 300+

FY19

What We’ve Accomplished
in Five Years

What We Want to Accomplish
in the Next Three Years

Engaged
680 Students

Engage
1,273 Students

Partnered With
664 Volunteer
Mentors

Partner With
1,255 Volunteer
Mentors

16,876 hours
of impactful
programming

27,610 hours
of impactful
programming

Partnered with
20 Philadelphia
Companies

Partner with 30
Philadelphia
Companies

Thanks to Our
Corporate Partners
Cornerstone Partners

Champion Partners

Partners

Committed to finding solutions now for
a life-changing impact for generations
to come, the Lenfest Foundation has
provided catalytic funding to further
Spark’s mission. Through significant,
multi-year investments from the
Lenfest Foundation, Spark has more
than tripled its reach and impact in
Philadelphia!

Growing The Possibility
Movement
In order to sustainably grow our
impact and reach, we are focusing
on building company partnerships,
school partnerships, and brand
awareness. Join Us!
sparkprogram.org

